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That coastline

Travel inspiration and insights from the boutique

hotel and hip hideaway experts at i-escape.
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With over 800km of stunning coastline including sandstone cliffs, secret caves and picture-perfect

coves, plus more than 100 beaches (many of them blissfully under-visited and extremely long!) PortugalPortugal

does ocean better than most.
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For superb ocean action you can’t beat Noah Surf HouseNoah Surf House. This eco-chic beachside surf hotel is on the

Silver Coast (40 minutes from Lisbon) and comes with a heated infinity pool, skate park, kids yoga, bike

rental and surf school.  

 

More bang for your Euro
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Time and again Portugal tops the charts for value. We agree. Food, transport and sights are all sensibly

priced, and there are plenty of well-priced hotels that should meet your budget.

Authentic family-run guesthouse Solar Egas MonizSolar Egas Moniz, just north of Porto, is an affordable hidden gem. It

boasts bright serene interiors, wine tastings, a swimming pool and bikes to borrow. Rates start at
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£81/night for a double room including a delicious breakfast. Better yet, kids under 12 stay free.
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Where to begin! There are bakeries on every street corner creating every manner of pastry including the

famed custard tarts (pasteis de nata). The seafood is fresh as a daisy – no surprise with more than 800km

of coastline! – and check out the national dish bacalhau (salted codfish) which comes in a variety of ways

depending on where you are in the country. The best part? Food as a whole is marvellously well-priced.

For a fabulous gastronomic experience stay at Alentejo wine hotel Torre de PalmaTorre de Palma. This design hotel has

striking artful interiors, enchanting family rooms, heated pools and a gourmet restaurant with child-

friendly meals. There’s horse riding, too!

 

The climate
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Considered to have one of the best weather patterns in Europe, Portugal enjoys mild winters along the

coast where temperatures rarely drop below 5ºC. Conversely, hot summers are kept from being stifling

by a constant breeze of Atlantic wind. But the real clincher is that Portugal claims the highest number of

hours of sunshine on the continent! The perfect year-round destination.     PLACES TO STAY INSPIRE ME WITH KIDS OFFERS BLOG
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Talking of year-round, mid-Atlantic Madeira has a sub-tropical climate. Discover its wild side (and

superb hiking) by staying at great value bolthole Casas da LevadaCasas da Levada, a collection of rustic houses in apple

orchards with friendly farm animals and a kids pool.

 

The outdoor adventure
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With all this great weather and scenery, no wonder Portugal draws in families seeking outdoor action.

Great activities to get stuck into include hiking, biking, paddle-boarding, horse-riding, golf, swimming,

surfing, sailing, kayaking and plenty of snorkelling.
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